To Raise/Lower Foldable Sides:

**STEP 1:** Apply pressure to release cable with foot or hand.

**STEP 2:** While applying pressure to release cable, raise foldable side to upright position.

---

To Extend Frame:

**STEP 1:** Loosen spring-loaded wing nuts.

**STEP 2:** Extend frame until it snaps into lengthened position.

**STEP 3:** Tighten spring-loaded wing nuts.

---

To Shorten Frame:

**STEP 1:** Loosen spring-loaded wing nuts.

**STEP 2:** Disengage position pin.

**STEP 3:** Adjust frame to desired shortened length.

**STEP 4:** Tighten spring-loaded wing nuts.

---

To Convert to Deep Equipment Hand Truck:

**STEP 1:** Extend frame (see instructions above).

**STEP 2:** Stand cart upright on large wheels and lower foldable side by pulling release cable.

**STEP 3:** Deep equipment hand truck in final position.

---

*JamStands by Ultimate Support are durable and strong. In the unlikely event that a JamStands product should fail within 36 months after the original purchase due to a manufacturing defect, Ultimate Support is pleased to repair or replace that product. Please see www.ultimatesupport.com for more information.*